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OBSERVATIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE 2018 NAFB DELEGATION TO CHINA – Five
broadcasters who traveled recently with the NAFB delegation to China offered their reactions
and photos. Featured are highlights reported by Monte James, Shannon Yokley, Steve Bridge,
David Geiger, and Spencer Chase. U.S. Ambassador to China Terry Branstad briefed broadcasters
during their time in Beijing. The briefing was across the street from the U.S. Embassy at the Hilton
hotel for logistical reasons and so broadcasters could access their recording equipment. The
NAFB trip started June 21, and broadcasters returned on July 4.

By Monte James (Your Ag Network, Inc., Yankton, SD)
Being a team member of the NAFB Journey to China will always be one of the highlights of my
career, and life, as well. The fact the U.S. and China’s tariff/trade war escalated to a head during
our time there made it all the more memorable as a broadcaster. I can honestly say I’ve never
had the opportunity to be on the front lines of such an historical event. My expectations of China
were very minimal, to say the least, going in. I anticipated it to be a country with high crime and
poverty but rich in rules and restrictions. Instead, I found it to be a charming and stunningly
beautiful land steeped in tradition and diverse culture. We had the opportunity to hear personal
experiences from our two full-time tour guides as well as individual hosts and hostesses from the
five cities that we visited. I was shocked by the honest and extremely personal stories they shared
with us involving topics like: growing up in times of famine, bound feet, and the radical
“urbanization” of China’s vast rural areas. Never during our two weeks touring China by “bullettrain,” bus, and plane did I feel the least bit threatened or gawked at, or that anyone was trying
to restrict our movements or reporting. On the contrary, I felt that the people were eager to
share with us. We had numerous grinning children come up to our group on the train ride
between Xi’an and Chengdu and offer us gifts of pumpkin seeds and hard candy in exchange for
a simple high-five. They wanted nothing in return, which was refreshing. I found myself drifting
away from the group tours and wandering off into the night to mingle with people on the streets
and shops in the areas around our hotel. Again, I never felt in danger nor did I feel anger from
people regarding the ongoing trade issues between our two super-power countries. I felt nothing
but kindness and a great pride in their country. I tip my hat to Custom Travel Network and NAFB
for organizing such an educational and splendid tour! Some of my broadcasting highlights
included interviewing Ambassador Branstad, seeing the barges come in from across the world to
the port of Guangzhou, and the jaw-dropping “wet-market.” On a personal level, visiting the
Terra Cotta Army in Xi’an has been a lifetime goal and dream come true. The quality of hotels
and travel companions also were off the charts (in a good way). I can honestly say that this tour
has not only changed my perspective about China but it also has solidified my belief that there
are good people all across the planet. I hope I have conveyed that to our network listeners since
arriving back from this most memorable of journeys.

By Shannon Yokley (Brownfield Network, Jefferson City, MO)
The 13-hour international airline flight in a middle seat seemed luxurious just knowing I was on
my way to China. I had looked forward to the NAFB trip for many months. Months (and even
days) before our trip, I really had no idea what to expect. I studied abroad in college, so I had
experience with travelling internationally, but that was really all the context I had. I also didn’t
have any experience with obtaining a visa, so that was also very interesting and a learning
experience. I planned on travelling with an open mind, open eyes, and open heart. I tried not to
have preconceptions because I believe you are better able to enjoy the present. The thing that
impressed me the most about China was the size of their population and how their daily routines
worked. Due to the lack of car permits, many people commuted by using scooters and bikes –

often with multiple people on them.
Also, traffic lanes seemed to not
exist so how people stayed safe and
traveled carefully amazed me. In
addition to traffic safety, another
thing that I found interesting was
their food and health safety. We
visited a wet market in Guangzhou
where people would handle all
kinds of food (both live and
harvested) and sometimes not
purchase the meat or product. I
thought so many times to myself
that this would never fly in the U.S.
But, I also found attractiveness in it
– getting to choose your own fresh
dinner, barter a good price for it and
enjoy it however you would like it
prepared.
However,
I
sure
appreciate the safe, wholesome,
and affordable sources of food we
have in the U.S. more. My favorite
experience was climbing as far as we
could go on the Great Wall. It was
everything I had imagined it to be
but also so much cooler in-person. I
am amazed by the sacrifice and toil
that went into building it and how it
is still enjoyed and appreciated globally so
many years later. I also really enjoyed the
Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda
breeding. It was so neat to see how they
revered each panda, and you can tell they each
had their own personality. Lastly, the most
important and cool experience for me was
sitting in front of U.S. Ambassador Terry
Branstad during our meeting with him, learning
about our relationship with China and how
tariffs and other current topics will affect that.
This trip was an extraordinary opportunity,
especially with all the changes in today’s world
and especially for us in agriculture. This trip has

provided me with a better understanding of the importance of trade and international relations.
It also often reminded me how fortunate we are in the U.S to have access to the things we do:
free speech, social media, housing availability, and all the freedoms we practice daily. Traveling
provides you with many gifts, but perhaps the biggest return is that it reminds you to be thankful
for everything you have.
By David Geiger (Agribusiness Association of Iowa, Des Moines, IA)

In a wet market of Guangzhou, China, men and women line up in front of stalls selling fresh food.
Architecture and electricity aside, this market is unchanged from ancient dynasties. Fish floating
in a bubbling container are knocked out and sliced up within 30 seconds. A Chinese woman
pointing out the fish she wants tosses her yuan (money) onto a table wet with guts and cleaning
water. The cut is folded into a bag and handed over, the yuan put into a hanging basket to dry.
Across the way, another vendor smacks a turtle with a butcher knife; his coworker points to a
frog in a basket, trying to make a deal. These Chinese customers believe in seeing a whole animal,
gauging its freshness, and buying their meals daily. Several miles away, there is a mall; nicer,
perhaps, than many in the United States. Tucked away behind designer clothing stores is a
supermarket named Ole’. It is the average size of a supermarket in the U.S. and has double the
employees handing out samples or working the registers. Neatly packaged food products line the
stocked shelves as customers march past with shopping carts. But unlike the United States, some
of the products proudly declare they are made in America. Many Chinese place these products
in their baskets, expecting a safe and quality food. Another benefit is all the packaged, boxed, or
canned foods can last much longer—a modern way of filling a home with food for those who can

afford it. In a restaurant, American tourists sit at round tables with Lazy Susans. Waiters pile these
turntables high with dishes of food. Dumplings, vegetables, noodles, and rice are pushed around
and around as hungry customers snatch with chopsticks or ladle with spoons. This restaurant has
a special dish to serve, however: American beef tri-tip served with peppers and onions. Before
the table makes a full turn, the beef has disappeared. Another plate of tender, well-cooked beef
is ordered. Soon the Americans have their fill. This beef has only recently returned to the market
after 13 years of government bans. Since society developed to delegate tasks, markets have
existed to feed those who no longer grow food. Those markets have since evolved. For incomes
that exceed daily allowance, customers may buy packaged goods to feed families for weeks.
Modern globalized agriculture allows states to package and produce food to feed countries and,
in turn, those countries can mobilize manufacturing or service-based economies. The future
builds on these markets through trade. Fair and equal partnerships can present opportunities for
agriculture to move from feeding some countries to feeding every country. Whether you are a
citizen or tourist in a wet market, a grocery store, or restaurant, abundant food is available. The
future is upon us.
By Steve Bridge (WFMB, Springfield, IL and TV interviewer, This Week in Agribusiness)
Before our trip, China represented a monolithic name in the news to me. It stood for a faraway
place that I only viewed as a single entity. But, traveling there, I quickly realized it’s not that
simple. Seeing a fraction of the 1.4 billion people who live there, work there, and believe in that
system, it leaves you wondering just what you really know about the place. But it also affords you
the perspective that we better learn more about them. As the world continues to transform and
flatten, we can’t be left behind. I had to look up some of the places we were headed to in China.
What I found was, we were going to many cities I had never heard of. However, they were all
bigger than New York or Chicago. It quickly became apparent that in China, a city of 20 million
can slip under your nose. The country is set to hyper-drive. It’s easy to feel that way when you
look out the window of a train and see the countryside move past you at 180 miles an hour.
But it’s the people anywhere that make a place what it is. And it’s those stories that I think best
showcase where China has been and where it’s going. Helen was our tour guide in Beijing. It’s a
modern, vibrant place; and as our time wrapped up with her, I pulled Helen aside. I told her this
place looks nothing like the vision I had of a communist state. How did those who lived here feel
about the government, did they feel oppressed, were they missing out not living in a free society?
Helen told me they like to think what they have as the “Chinese style,” a communist rule that’s
been altered and crafted to be better. True or not, it’s how she felt. And she also said quite simply,
things are so much better now than they were a generation or two ago that there is little to
complain about. We may see their system and shake our heads and wonder how they live without
Facebook. They have so much more than could have been imagined a few decades ago, so they
are willing to live in the moment. But there is another generation coming and will they be so
ready to just accept things? One of the greatest joys of the trip was taking a minute and
interacting with young Chinese kids. You’d see them out of the corner of your eye, looking at you,
and all it took was a quick smile and they wanted to practice their English and take a selfie with

you. Once, I spent 15 minutes on a train smiling at and talking to a pair of 12-year-olds, Jerry and
Linda. Their effortless curiosity will be hard to contain over future generations. We know China
will need soybeans. We know they will take all the chicken feet we can send them. And they will
more than likely begin to get a taste for U.S. beef, too. Trade tariffs will more than likely be
resolved and goods will flow again – too much is at stake. But it won’t be a tariff that changes
China or the U.S., it will be those kids on that bullet train that push for change in China. Those
are the stories to watch.
By Spencer Chase (Agri-Pulse Communications, Alexandria, VA)
Having never been to China, I wasn’t sure what to expect during my travels there. I knew the
country was a major player for U.S. agriculture exports, but seeing the massive scale necessary
to house, feed, and transport almost 1.4 billion people was absolutely staggering. But as massive
as China is, it also was noteworthy how far they have to go in a few areas. They are constantly
building out new infrastructure, including new ports and grain-handling facilities, which is a
necessary because we saw more than one loading or unloading operation using a clam shell-style
mechanism rather than an auger to move the grain. A tour guide also told us the construction
methods over there can lead to a 30-story building being built in 70 days. Things like that lead
me to really wonder what the future holds for China. Will the country realize in 30 years that its
roads, bridges, and housing developments built during this decade were woefully underbuilt in
their haste, or are they able to still create structurally sound infrastructure in such a short period
of time? As the country works to move its small farmers into cities, will its plan to mechanize the
ag production that used to happen on those small plots pan out? I’m also interested to see how
the economic system in China will hold up over the years. Our tour guides would discuss the
average expenses and average income for citizens in a given city, and the numbers never seemed
to add up. But at the same time, there was a pretty obvious admiration for Xi Jinping and a loyalty
to the government, so will the people there ever decide things could get better? One of the
biggest questions I have about China now is what happens in the very near future. The consumers
there seemed happy with U.S. ag products, but how long will those memories last if the U.S.China tariff battle lags on? A friend who works in the ag industry in Washington, D.C., joked to
me after I returned: “What did they say to you when you left? ‘Here’s this huge market, hope you
enjoyed it, because you’ll never see it again!’”

China Tour broadcasters are shown with NAFB Executive Director Tom Brand (far left), their
country guide, interpreter, and tour coordinator.

NEW TO NAFB AND TO BROADCASTING – One of
our newest NAFB Broadcast Council members is
new to the broadcasting industry, too. Originally
from Topeka, KS, Ashley Craft (KMZU, Carrollton,
MO) graduated from the University of Missouri
with a BS in science and agricultural journalism and
an MS in agricultural communications, education,
and leadership. She has had experience with video,
social media marketing, newspaper writing, editing,
and book publishing; but radio is a new adventure
that the Kansas native is excited to be taking on.
“I joined the KMZU team at the end of May as farm
director,” Craft said. “Now I am working alongside
The Farm’s Denny Campbell to understand the insand-outs of broadcasting. I’m thrilled to be able to
further expand my agriculture journalism
knowledge, continuing with my writing on our

station’s website, as well taking those agriculturerelated news pieces to our audience members who
are listening to us at 100.7 FM.”
Even though she grew up in the city, Craft said she
found out she was passionate about bridging the
gap between producers and consumers during her
first year at MU.

Craft learned more about pineapple farms while
working as an intern in Costa Rica during the
summer of 2014.

Within the spring of that first year, Craft was
introduced to the industry when visiting a friend’s
hometown. That one experience changed the
entire trajectory of her career goals as she realized
the importance behind agriculture and how it
affects everyone in each aspect of their life.

From visiting a pumpkin patch on her day off to
attending a “Women in Ag” conference for a past
employer, Ashley Craft thoroughly enjoys
learning more about the industry in any way she
can.
“After my best friend took me to visit her grandpa’s hog farm in Marceline, MO, I immediately
became curious about an industry I knew so little about,” Craft explained. “As I began asking
many agriculture-related questions, my friend whose major was in the College of Agriculture,
Food and Natural Resources, suggested I check into the science and agricultural journalism
program on campus.”
Craft did just that. Once she switched her major from pre-journalism to science and agricultural
journalism, Craft took every opportunity she could to learn more about the industry. While
working on her undergraduate degree, she participated in the Agriculture Future of America

Leaders Conference, National Association of Farm Broadcasting, College of Agriculture Food and
Natural Resources Student Council, and Agricultural Communicators of Tomorrow. Craft served
on the CAFNR Corner Post as a staff writer and editor, and she was a journalism intern for CAFNR's
EARTH University Study Abroad Program in Costa Rica. She also studied abroad in New Zealand
during the winter intersession of 2013-2014, where she learned more about sheep and deer
farms as well as the country’s viticulture. Throughout her professional career, Craft hopes to
continuously use her skills as an agricultural journalist, communicator, and educator to help
people lead better lives, expanding their views and knowledge of the world around them.

KANSAS BROADCASTER GREW UP IN AGRICULTURE -Dan Johnson is part of the farm broadcast team with 580
WIBW Radio and the Kansas Agriculture Network in
Topeka. You could say Dan has come full-circle in terms of
radio and agriculture. Dan grew up on a farm operation in
southeast Kansas. During the summer when he wasn’t
hauling hay, he was usually listening to the radio as he
drove a tractor, truck, or self-propelled swather. In spite
of that background, Dan didn’t pursue agriculture or
media when he left the farm after graduating from high
school. Like many who aren’t sure what they want to be
when they grow up, Dan began a scenic route through
higher education by studying business. A couple years
later, Dan switched to journalism with a focus on
broadcast news. Dan also married his wife around this
time. They raised two children. After earning his
journalism degree, Dan worked as news director at a
Chanute, KS, radio station for a few years before eventually transitioning into sales. You tend to
wear a lot of hats in small market radio, and Dan was no exception. In addition to news and sales,
Dan also was heavily involved in sports broadcasting and commercial production. He won a
Kansas Association of Broadcasters award for a commercial he submitted during his time in
Chanute. Dan even hosted the station’s morning show for a while. After about five years in
Chanute, Dan’s family made the move to northeast Kansas in late 2000 where Dan landed a Sales
position with WIBW Radio. Dan then took over the affiliate relations, traffic, and continuity duties
for the Kansas Radio Networks in 2005. Still a Jack-of-all-trades, Dan was “loaned” to the 580
WIBW and Kansas Information Network news staff for a while. During this time, his on-site
reporting was part of a Kansas Association of Broadcasters award winning news broadcast. Dan
still handles affiliate relations as well as traffic and continuity duties for the Kansas Radio
Networks, but he also was added to the heralded 580 WIBW and Kansas Agriculture Network
Farm Broadcast team a few years ago. Dan says, while it is humbling to work alongside 2011 NAFB
Farm Broadcaster of the Year Greg Akagi recipient and also with Kansas Association of

Broadcasting Hall of Fame honoree Kelly Lenz, Dan has found his “radio” home back on the
“farm.”
HOOSIER AG TODAY LAUNCHES SOIL PODCAST – Hoosier Ag Today (HAT), Indiana’s leading
agricultural network, has launched the HAT Soil Health Podcast in partnership with the
Conservation Cropping System Initiative. This monthly podcast program will cover a variety of indepth issues involved in adopting cover crops and other practices that promote soil
health. Hosted by HAT farm broadcaster Eric Pfeiffer, the program will feature Indiana farmers
and technical experts who are taking steps to improve the health of the soil every day. In the first
podcast, released this week, Pfeiffer is joined by Jamie Scott, Kosciusko County farmer and
president of the Indiana Association of Soil and Water Conservation Districts. Scott discusses how
he believes the easiest way to begin with cover crops is after wheat or silage and also the positive
return on investment of cover crops. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service Northwest
Indiana Grazing Specialist Susannah Hinds also joins the conversation to discuss the benefits of
grazing to soil health. The podcast is available on the HAT website, www.hoosieragtoday.com,
and on HAT social media channels. The podcast also provides links to additional resources to help
growers with more in-depth information.
FORMER INDIANA FFA STATE PRESIDENT JOINS HAT
NETWORK AS SUMMER INTERN – Claire Baney, Indiana
FFA State President for 2017-2018, has hung up her Blue
jacket and picked up a microphone as she joins the Hoosier
Ag Today (HAT) team as a summer intern. Baney, who will
attend Purdue in the fall as a freshman majoring in
agricultural economics and agricultural education, was
chosen because of her passion for agriculture and great
communication skills.
“We are thrilled to have a young person of such talent and
high caliber on our staff for the summer,” said Gary Truitt,
president of Hoosier Ag Today.
“I’m eager to get involved with the broadcasting side of
agriculture and the issues facing our industry on a day-today basis, said Baney. “I’ve always admired the work done by Hoosier Ag Today, and I am grateful
for the opportunity to join the network this summer!”
The internship is being funded in part by a grant from the National Association of Farm
Broadcasting Foundation. The Foundation provides grants and scholarships to young people
interested in agricultural communications. Baney has been enrolled as a student member of
NAFB and will be attending its national convention in November.
In addition to working with HAT farm broadcasters Andy Eubank and Eric Pfeiffer, Baney will be
helping with preparations for the 2018 Indiana Farm Equipment and Technology Expo. This
agricultural trade show, to be held December 11-13 at the Indiana State Fairgrounds, will feature

cutting edge technology and innovation being used by Indiana farmers. This showcase of Indiana
agriculture is a joint venture of Hoosier Ag Today and MidCountry Media, publishers of Farm
World Newspaper.
About Hoosier Ag Today Hoosier Ag Today was founded in 2006 for the specific purpose of
serving the informational needs of the Hoosier agricultural community. HAT currently has 66
radio stations broadcasting its programs. In addition, HAT operates a multi-media website, a
smart phone app, and publishes a daily email newsletter. In 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2016, Hoosier
Ag Today was rated the most listened to farm radio network in Indiana by Ag Media Research.
WE WANT YOUR NEWS – Send us your stories and photos for future newsletter issues. Contact
me at larryaquinn@outlook.com or call me at 703-819-6532. Airing on the Side of Agriculture is
included in the blog section of NAFB.com. For an archive copy of any past issues, go to
Membership and click on Airing on the Side of Agriculture.

